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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider equations for the flow of a solute-liquid m xture, in which the 
solute concentration is modeled by a diffusion-convection equation, and the 
flow vector in the convective term is determined by the pressure gradient and 
a flow resistance. We thus obtain a nonlinear system of differential equations 
for the solute concentration, flow velocity, and pressure. Systems of this type 
occur in fields as diverse as physiological modeling [7] and reservoir 
simulation [ 1, 51. To our knowledge, a mathematical treatment of the 
solvability of such systems has not been given. Our purpose is to give a 
discussion of this problem in the steady state, one dimensional case. Our 
interest in this originated in the physiological models; however, it is hoped 
that our results will be of interest inother areas. 
In the one dimensional case, we consider flow in a tube of unit length. 
Letting C(x), F(x), and p(x) denote respectively the solute concentration, 
flow rate, and pressure, in the tube, and letting primes denote differentiation 
with respect o x, our equations are 
-DC” + (FC)’ + J,(x, C, p) = 0, 
F’ + J,(x, c, p) = 0, 
p’+RF=O. 
We consider this systen with the boundary conditions 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
C(0) = c, > 0, (1.4) 
C(1) = c, > 0, (1.5) 
P(0) = PO 9 P(l) =Pl* (1.6) 
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In the physiological problem, the walls of the tube are leaky. The quantities 
J, and J, represent a flow of solute and solvent through the tube wall out of 
the tube. These quantities are functions ofthe concentration andpressure in 
the tube and in the ambient medium. We assume that the ambient pressure 
and concentration vary along the length of the tube in a known manner. We 
therefore obtain the functions J (x, C,p) and Jv(x, C,p) that appear in (l.l), 
(1.2). 
Our purpose is to give existence and uniqueness results for the problem 
(1.1 k( 1.6). Our theorems will use certain assumptions on the functions J,
and J,, that are stated explicitly below. Our existence theorem, given in 
Section 2, uses a fixed point argument. The uniqueness theorem in Section 3
uses an analysis of the linearized problem. In Section 4 we apply our results 
to some typical formulas for J, and J, that are used in renal physiology. If 
the pressure in the tube is constant, he system simplifies somewhat; the 
simplified system has been analysed in [2]. 
2. EXISTENCE RESULTS 
Our existence r sults are obtained by a fixed point argument. For this 
purpose, it is convenient o consider, instead of (l.l)-(1.3), the one 
parameter family of systems, with 0 < t < 1, 
-DC” + t(FC)’ = -t*J&x, C,p), 
F’ = -tJ,(x, c, P), 
p’ = -RF. 
From these quations we derive 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
-DC” + tFC’ + t*K(x, C,p) = 0, (2.4) 
-p” t fRJ,(x, C,p) = 0, (2.5) 
where K = J, - CJ,. We assume throughout the paper that Js(x, C,p) and 
Jv(x, C,p) are continuous for 0 & x < 1, C > 0, and for all real p. We also 
require the following conditions: 
f-4. Ju(x, 0, N,) ( 0 has a solution N, with N, < min{ po,pl} for all x, 
o<x< 1. 
H** The system K(x, M, NJ > 0, Jv(x, M, N,) > 0 has a solution M,
N, such that M > max{C,, C,}, N, > max{p,,p,}, for all x, 0 < x < 1. 
H,. J,(x,O,p)<OforO<x< l,N,<p<N,. 
I-h* J”(x, C, N,), i = 1,2, is nonincreasing in C and K(x, M, p) is 
nonincreasing inp, for O<x< 1, O<C<M, N,<p<N,. 
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We will always use these conditions simultaneously and with the same 
values for the constants M, N, , and N,. 
LEMMA 1. Assume HI--H, hold for some set of constants M, N, , and N, 
and that, for fixed t, (C(x), F(x), p( x )) is a solution f(2.1)-(2.3) satisfying 
(1.4)-(1.6) such that O<C(x)<M, N,<p(x)<N,. Then O<C(x)<M 
and N, <p(x) < N,for O<x< 1. 
Proof. For t = 0, 
C(x) = (C, - Co) x + co, P(X) = (PI -Po)X +po* (2.6) 
We now consider the case t # 0. 
Assume C(x,) = 0. Then 0 < x0 < 1, C/(x,) = 0, and C”(x,) > 0. This and 
(2.4) yield JS(xo, O,p(x,)) >, 0 and this contradicts H,. Hence C(x) > 0 on 
[O, 11. 
Assume p(xo) = N,. Then 0 < x0 < 1, p/(x,) = 0, and @‘(x0) > 0. Thus by 
(2.5), J,(x,, C(x,), NJ > 0. But by H, and H, 
f&o 9 Ctx,), N, > < J&o 3 0, N,) < 0. 
Hence p(x) > N, on (0, 1). 
If C(x,) = M then 0 < x0 < 1, C’(x,) = 0, C”(xo) ,< 0, and by (2.4), 
X(x0, M,p(x,)) < 0. But by H, and H, 
K(x,, M, P(x,,)) 2 K(xo, M, Nz) > 0. 
Hence C(x) < M on [0, 11. 
If p(xo) = N, then 0 < x0 < 1, @(x0) = 0, @‘(x0) < 0, and by (2.5), 
futxo, W,), Nz) GO. BY H, and K, 
J&o 7 Ctx,), N,) 2 J&o, M, NA > 0 
and thus p(x) < IV,. 
We note from the preceding proof that the inequalities for J, and K in H, 
and H, can be replaced by weak inequalities provided that, in H,, J, and K 
are taken to be strictly decreasing in C and p, respectively. 
We now use these a priori bounds for the existence of solutions of 
(l.l)-(1.6). 
THEOREM 1. Assume H,-H, for some set of constants M, N, , N,. Then 
there xists a solution f(1. 1)-( 1.6). 
ProoJ: Let X denote the Banach space of continuous functions 
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(C(x),p(x)) on [0, 1 ] with the usual norm and let Z denote the closed 
convex subset of X defined by 
O<C(x)<M N, <P(X) <N,. 
We define a mapping (C*(x, t),p*(x, t)) =;T,(C(x),p(x)) of Zx[O, l] into 
X by the equations 
--DC”” + t(FC)’ + t’J,(x, c, p) = 0, 
-p* N + RJ,(x, c, p) = 0, 
c*(o) = co, c*(l) = c,, P*(o) =po, P*(l)=P,, 
where F = -R-‘p*‘. 
Thus, for any (C(x), p(x)) E X, 
c*(X, t) = ; lx [F(u, t) C(u) + t I” Js(r, C(r), p(r)) dr ] du 
0 0 
+ k,x + co, 
’ p* (x, t) = -tR 
II 
“.JJr, C(r),p(r)) drdu + k,(l -x> R +pl, 
x 0 
(2.7) 
w 
(2.9) 
where 
k,=C,-Co-$ 1’ [ F(u, t) C(u) + t (‘J,(c C(r), p(r)) dr] du, 
0 0 
’ k, = t 
J.l 
‘J&i C(r),p(r)) drdu + (PO -PJR-’ 
0 0 
and F = -R-‘p*‘. Obviously, for any t, a fixed point of this mapping, along 
with the corresponding F, is a solution of (2.1)-(2.3) satisfying (1.4) - (1.6). 
We proceed to show that a fixed point exists for c = 1. 
Clearly 6 is a continuous mapping. By using the mean value theorem and 
Ascoli’s theorem [9, p. 851, it can be shown that T(xx[O, 11) is compact. 
Since C*(x, 0) and p*(x, 0) also satisfy (2.6) for all (C(x),p(x)) E X it 
follows that -Sro(a;tr) cZ, where w denotes the boundary of J? Also, .& 
cannot have a fixed point on U for any t, for this would yield a solution 
that would contradict he strict inequalities tablished in Lemma 1. 
The Browder-Potter theorem [6] now applies in establishing a fixed point 
(C(x), p(x)) of F, . This fixed point with F = -R - ‘p’ completes the solution 
of (l.l)-(1.6). 
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3. UNIQUENESS RESULTS 
Our uniqueness result is obtained from a general result on uniqueness, 
given in Section 5, and an analysis of the linearized problem. To obtain the 
result, we shall need, in addition to Hi, H,, H,, the following hypotheses: 
H,. J,(x, C,p) is strictly increasing in C and in p, and J,(x, C, p) is 
strictly decreasing in C and strictly increasing in p, for 0 < x < 1, 
O<C<M, N,<p<Nz; 
H,* J, and J, are analytic functions of their arguments. 
It may be noted that, since H, implies H,, the hypotheses for uniqueness 
are more restrictive than the hypotheses for existence. 
We need to study further the operator q. Using (2.8), (2.9), it is easy to 
see that Ss; is continuously Frechet differentiable on X. To calculate the 
derivative, ST’, let (C,p) E X, let (C*,p*) =.F(C,p), and let (z(,pT E X. 
Then setting 
we see that (C,$) satisfies the problem 
-DC?’ + (Fe)’ + (PC)’ + aZ’ + &T= 0, 
-ji” - R@ + Ryp’ = 0, 
where P= -R-Is’, and where we have set a(x) = (3JJX) (x, C(x),p(x)), 
P(x) = Wtw) (4 C(x), P(X)), Y(X) = @J”laP)(x7 C(x), P(X)), d(x) = 
(%Is/~p)(x, C(x), p(x)). We note from H, that 
a(x), P(x), Ye 4x1 are positive on [0, 11. (3.1) 
We are interested indetermining if 1 is in the spectrum of sT’(C, p). Since, 
by [4, Lemma 4.11, Y’(C,p) is a compact operator, it suffices todetermine 
if 1 is an eigenvalue of F(C,p); that is, if we can have C = c, fi E j. This 
leads to a consideration of the linear boundary value problem 
-OF + (Fe)’ + (PC)’ + ae + SF =fi , (3.2) 
P -PC+ yp’=.fi, (3.3) 
3 + RF=f,, (3.4) 
z;(o)=c(1)=p’(o)=@(l)=o. (3.5) 
The relation between this problem and our original problem is given by 
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LEMMA 2. Suppose that H,-H, hold, and that for each (C, p) E X with 
C(x), p(x) analytic, the problem (3.2)-(3.5) has at most one solution. Then 
the problem (1. l)--( 1.6) has a unique solution (C, p, F) with (C, p) E .r. 
Proof: We apply Theorem 5. Conditions (a), (b), and (c) are establish in 
the proof of Theorem 1. We let X,, c X denote the pairs (C,p) with C(x), 
p(x) analytic. Using H,, we see that each fixed point is in X0. Hence (d) is 
satisfied, and from Theorem 5, we have uniqueness. 
To study unique solvability of (3.2t(3.5), it proves convenient to consider 
the adjoint problem. For this, we let 4, w, and x be arbitrary functions, and 
we consider the integral J” (f, w +f2# +f3x) dx. Using (3.2)-(3.4), integrating 
by parts, and using (3.5) to handle the boundary terms, we are led to the 
adjoint boundary value problem 
-Dt$’ - F# + aw - &5 = g, , (3.6) 
-4’ - Cv’ + RX = g,, (3.7) 
-x’+Yg++‘Y=gj, (3.8) 
~(o)=~(l)=~(o)=~(l)=o. (3.9) 
The two problems are related in that if ((?,f,p3 solves (3.2)-(3.5) and if 
(w, 4, x) solves (3.6E(3.9), then 
To give more detail concerning the relation between these two problems, we 
require some knowledge of unbounded operators [9, Chap. 71. We use the 
Hilbert space R= (Z.,(O, 1))3, with the usual inner product. Let Q c&” be 
the dense subspace consisting of triples c = (c, F,p> E 3 such that 
lllrlllz =I’ [P +CT* +c?* +~*+~*+p’Z+~Z]dx< CO, 
0 
and such that the boundary conditions (3.5) hold. We use (3.2)-(3.4) to 
define an unbounded operator A on g by: At = dfi ,f2, f3). Let @* CR be 
the dense subpace consisting of triples q = (w, 4,~) E .A? such that 
I]] q (] < co, and such that (3.9) holds. We use (3.6)-(3.8) to define an 
unbounded operator B on @* by Bq = (g, , g,, g3). It then may be verified 
that A and B are closed operators and A* = B. Furthermore, for A > 0 
sufficiently arge, A + AZ has a bounded inverse on 3, and (A + AZ)-’ is a 
compact operator. Hence, from the theory of compact operators [9, Chap. 
lo], the spectrum of A consists of a discrete set of eigenvalues converging to 
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infinity, and0 is in the spectrum of A if and only if 0 is in the spectrum of 
A*. Summarizing, we have 
LEMMA 3. The probleni (3.2)-(3.5) has, with f, =f2 =f2 = 0, a 
nontrivial solution (c, p,7,), if and only if the problem (3.6)-(3.9) has, with 
g, = g, = g, = 0, a nontrivial solution (w, fb, x). 
We now study the possibility of there being nontrivial solutions ofthe 
homogeneous adjoint problem. We have 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that H, holds, and let (w, 4, x) be h solution of 
(3.6)-(3.9) with g, E g, E g, E 0. Let 2 be a local positive maximum of y. 
Let u < 2 < v give the largest interval (u, v) such that 
Then either 
v(x) 2 0 
v’(x) < 0 
v’(x) > 0 
4(x> 09 
x(x> 0, 
4’(x) > 0, 
x’(x) > 0, 
4(x) > 09 
x(x) < 07 
f(x) < 0, 
x’(x) > 0 
in [u, v], 
in [f, v], 
in [u,X]. 
XE (-f, VI, 
XE (-c VI, 
x E (f, v), 
x (3 (f, u), 
x E [u, a>, 
x E [w-f), 
x E (u, x>, 
x E (u, n>. 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
Proof. At X we have w > 0, I# = 0, I@ < 0. Then from (3.6) and (3. l), 
o(f) > 0, so from (3.8), (3.1), x’(Z) > 0. Suppose first that x(Z) > 0. Then for 
- - some E > 0, x(x) > 0 in (x,x + E), and from (3.7), o’(x) > 0 in (2, R + E). 
Suppose (3.10) does not hold, and let x* E (,V, v)be the smallest zero of one 
of the four functions 4,x, #‘, or x’. By the fundamental theorem of calculus, 
x* must be a zero of 4’ or x’. By (3.8), x/(x*) > 0, and by (3.7), #‘(x*) > 0. 
Hence (3.10) holds. If x(X) < 0, a similar argument establishes (3.11). Note 
that if x(Z) = 0, we have both (3.10) and (3.1 l), so 2 is a local minimum of 
d. 
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The following lemma is proved in a similar manner. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose that H, holds, and let (ty, 4, x) be a solution of 
(3.6)-(3.9) with g, = g, E g, z 0. Let 2 be a local negative minimum of y. 
Let u < 2 < v give the largest interval (u, v) such that 
Then either 
v(x) G 0 
w’(x)>0 
v’(x) < 0 
TNx> < 03 
x(x) < 09 
4’(x) < 0, 
x’(x) < 0, 
Q(x) < 09 
x(x> 0 
O’(x) > 0, 
x’(x) < 0, 
in [u, VI, 
in [*, v], 
in [u,f]. 
xE(.f,v], 
XE (-c VI, 
x E (2, v), 
x E (2, v), 
x E [UT -f>, 
x E [u, f>, 
x E (u, f), 
x E (24, 2). 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
In Figs. 1 and 2 we display the behavior indicated by Lemmas 4 and 5. 
We now have 
LEMMA 6. Suppose C(x) and p(x) are analytic and H, holds. Then the 
only solution (y, 4,~) of (3.6)-(3.9) with g, =g2 -g3 = 0 is the trivial 
solution y = 4 = x = 0. 
Proof: Let (w, $,x) be a nontrivial solution. Then v(x) must be of one 
sign for x near 0, for otherwise ~‘(0) = 0 = 1#‘(0) = v”‘(O), differentiating 
(3.6) gives d’(0) = 0, and (3.7) gives x(O) = 0. By the uniqueness of the 
initial value problem associated with (3.6~(3.8), we then have w z d =x = 0, 
which is a contradiction. Replacing (v, 4, x) by their negatives, if necessary, 
we may assume that 
u/(x> 0, x near 0. 
Then w has at least one positive maximum. Because C and p are analytic, a, 
j3, y are analytic functions of x. Hence w(x) is analytic, so I// has a finite 
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FIGURE 1 
FIGURE 2 
number of extrema.,,Let 0 < x, < ... < xL < 1 denote the positive maxima or 
negative minima of v. Let uj < xi < uj, 1 <j < L, be as in Lemmas 4 and 5. 
Thus, U, = 0, vL = 1, and uj-i = uj, 1 <j < L. We assert hat at each xj, 
alternative (3.10) holds if v(xj) > 0, and alternative (3.12) holds if v(xj) < 0. 
For suppose that (3.11) holds at xi. Then, since U, = 0, 4(O) > 0, which 
contradicts (3.9). Hence (3.10) holds at xi. Suppose I&- ,) > 0, t,u(xj) > 0, 
and (3.10) holds at xi-i, and (3.11) holds at xj. Then from (3.10), 
x(uj-i) > 0, and from (3.1 l), x(uj) < 0, which is a contradiction. A similar 
argument shows that, if yl(xj- i) < 0, w(xj) < 0, and (3.12) holds at xi-i, 
then (3.12) holds at xj. Now suppose v(xj-,) > 0, v(xj) < 0, and (3.10) 
holds at xj-i. Then we have d(vj-,) > 0, so (3.13) cannot hold at xi. The 
other two cases are treated in the same way, and we conclude that (3.10) or 
(3.12) holds at each xi. If v(xL) > 0, then from (3.10), #(u,) > 0, which 
contradicts (3.9). If w(xL) < 0, from (3.12), #(uL) < 0, which contradicts 
(3.9). Hence we cannot have a nontrivial solution, and the lemma is proved. 
We now state our uniqueness theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose Hi, H,, H,, H,, H,, hold. Then there is exactly 
one solution C, F, p of (l.l)-( 1.6) with (C,p) E X. 
Proof: Let (C, p) = F(C, p) E X. Then from H, , C and p, and hence F, 
are analytic. Hence, from Lemmas 5 and 3, the problem (3.2~(3.5) has, 
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with f, =f2 =f3 3 0, no nontrivial solution. Hence, from Lemma 2, the 
solution of (1. 1)-( 1.6) is unique, and the theorem is proved. 
4. FLUX FORMULAS 
To apply our results we suppose that the tube is placed in an interstitium 
with a known continuous, axially dependent concentration C,(x) > 0. A 
typical set of transmembrane flux formulas used in kidney modeling is as 
follows: 
J,(x, cP) = J&, C) + J,,k C) + J&, c, PI, 
J&, C) = UC - C,(x)), 
J,,(x, C) =-EC - aI C,(x) b + c b, +C,(x) ’ 
J& C,P) =(1 - 0) In c” Izgx) J&Y CPh 
J,(x, C,P,> = -h,(C - C,(x)) + h,(P -PAX)). 
In these formulas, the parameters a, 6, a,, b,, h,, h,, h,, are all nonnegative, 
and 0 < u < 1. The expressions Js,, J,, ,Js, give contributions to the solute 
flux respectively from passive transport, active transport, and convective 
transport through the wall of the tube. If (I = 1, then J,, s 0 and the 
following discussion is simplified somewhat. 
THEOREM 3. If the above jlux formulas hold and 
h, > yyl {h,p,(x) - h,C,(x)} - O~&l {h,p,(x) -h,C~(x)}, (4.1) 
the problem (l.l)-( 1.6) has a solution. 
Proof: We show that there are constants M, N, , N, such that Hi-H, 
hold. It is easily seen that J,, is a continuous function of (C,p) for C 2 0, 
and that Js,(x, 0,~) = 0. It then follows that J,(x, 0,~) < 0 for all p, which 
verifies H,. Evidently H, holds for any N, such that 
N, < ,y$, { ~0, P, 9 h,‘(h,p,(y) - h,C,(y))L 
To establish H,, denote the max and min in (4.1), respectively, b  B and A, 
and pick ss > 0 such that 0 < s2 < h, -B + A. Pick M > 0 such that 
M[h, - e2 -B + A] = E, + h, max C,(y). By choosing E, large we may make 
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M as large as we please; in particular, we choose M > max{C,, C,}. Define 
r(x) = (M- C,(x))/(ln M - In C,(x)). Then for each x E [0, 11, 
(1 -a)r(x)[q+B-A]>O, so 
M[h,-sE2-B+A]+(l-o)r(x)[~~+B--A] 
> E, + h, max C,(y). 
(4.2) 
We now select N, so that 
h, N, = h,M + E, + B. (4.3) 
By choosing M large enough we may make N, as large as we please; in 
particular, we choose N, > max]p,,p, f. From (4.3), we see that for each x, 
klv* -PAX>> + UC,(x) - w > 07 
so 1,(x, M, N2) > 0. Using (4.3) to eliminate sz + B in (4.2), we obtain 
M[h,-h,N,+h,M+A] + (1 -a)r(x)[hpNz--hh,M-A] 
> E, + km= C,(Y) 
> El + kc,(x). 
Hence 
h,[M - C,(x)] + [M - (1 - u) r(x)][h,M - hpNZ + A] > E,. (4.4) 
We select M so large that M > sup C,(y). Then, as is easily verified, 
M ) r(x). (4.5) 
Since 
h,M- h,N, +A < h,M- h,N, + IQ,(X) -h,C,(x) 
= -J,(x, M, NJ, 
we use (4.5) to obtain from (4.4), 
cl Q h,[M - C,(x)] - MJ,(x, M NJ + (1 - 0) r(x>J,(x, M N2) 
= J&, M) + J&, M NJ - MJ,tx, M, Nz). 
Since (J,,(x, C)] is a bounded function, we choose er, so large that 
E, + J,,(x, M) > 0. We then obtain K(s, iI4, NJ > 0, and the verification of
H, is finished. Evidently J,(x, C,p) is a decreasing function of C. Also, 
JXx, Mp) = J&, W + J,,(x, M) + &f - (1 - 0) r(x))[-J,tx, A&P)]. 
(4.6) 
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Since J,(x, M,p) is an increasing function of p, we use (4.5) to conclude 
from (4.6) that X(x, h&p) is a decreasing function of p. Hence H, is 
satisfied, so from Theorem 1, the theorem is proved. 
For uniqueness we have 
THEOREM 4. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 3 hold, and suppose, in 
addition, that C,(x) and pt(x) are analytic functions and that the quantity A4
of Theorem 2 is suflciently small. Then there is exactly one solution C,F, p 
of(l.lt(l.6) with (C,p) Er. 
Proo$ We show that H, and H, hold. H, is evident. Since (C - C,) 
(In C - ln C,> > 0, J&x, C, P) is an increasing function of p. Evidently Js,, 
and J,, are increasing functions of C, and for C small, the derivative of J,, 
with respect o C is small. Hence J, is an increasing function of C if M is 
small enough, so H, is satisfied. From Theorem 2, we obtain uniqueness. 
Remark. If u = 1, the statements and proofs of Theorems 3 and 4 are 
simplified. 
5. A UNIQUENESS THEOREM 
We give a slight extension, for use in Section 3, of the uniqueness theorem 
in [3]. (For an extension in a different direction, see [8].) Let X be a real 
Banach space, let x be an open bounded convex subset of X, and let 
F: 3 x [0, 1 ] -+ X be a compact map which is continuously Frechet differen- 
tiable on x. For t E [0, 11, we define F,: 9-t x by F,(u) = F(u, t). Let 
D,F(u, t) denote the Frechet derivative of F with respect o u, and evaluated 
at (u, t). Then D,F(u, t) is a compact linear operator on X. Let a(A) denote 
the spectrum of a compact linear operator A, and let p(A) denote the sum of 
the algebraic multiplicities of all A E o(A) with 1 > 1. We have 
THEOREM 5. Suppose, in addition to the above, that (a) F(u, t) # u, 
u E W; (b) F(&Y, 0) cYY; (c) the map F,, has a unique fixed point; (d) 
there is a dense subset X,, c X such that if F(u, t) = u, then u E X,,, and if 
u E X,, nZ’, then 1 fZ a(D,F(u, t)). Then for each t E [0, 11, the map F, has 
a unique fixed point. 
We sketch the proof, following the argument in [3]. From (a), 
d = deg(Z - F,, 0, GY’) is well defined and independent of t. As in [3], F, has 
at most a finite number, N(t), of fixed points, so denoting these by uj, 
1 <j<N(t), we have 
d = c (-l)? 
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where /Ii =/3(D,F(uj, t)). For any U, v E X0, using (d) and [3], we see that 
/?(D,l”(su + (1 - s) V, t)) is independent of s and t. Denoting this common 
value by j3, we then have d = (-1)4 N(t). Hence N(t) is independent of t, so 
from (c), N = 1. 
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